TESSALink helps you do more, work smarter and improve safety. Bolstered with lifting industry content, forms and templates, your team can transition to a digital tracking solution in no time.

IDENTIFY
Leverage RFID for accurate, immediate identification.

INSPECT
Mobile apps with industry prefill forms drive more inspections in less time.

PULL TEST
Build test cert & perform digital tests in one step. Upload certs to the cloud.

REORDER
Request from smartphone asset specifics, quantity, timing & location.

SHARE
Distributors & end users help input asset detail into ecosystem database. Industry content.

SCHEDULE
Multiple tasks per asset on a calendar or condition. Email overdue alerts to designated user teams.

REPORT & SCHEDULE
By inspection, failure or repairs. Customize by product class or audience. Schedule tasks to asset by date or condition. Email alerts to user teams.

PREDICT
Lifespan analysis, brand comparison, inventory & failure prevention.
LIFTING-SPECIFIC

Out-of-the-box forms
Bridge Cranes
Below the Hook Inspections
Conex Management

By Industry
Aerospace
Construction
Crane Rentals
General Manufacturers
Marine
Mining
Navy
Nuclear
Oil & Gas Upstream
Oil & Gas Midstream
Oil & Gas Downstream
Utilities

ANY CATEGORY

Wire Rope
Chain
Synthetics
Shackles
Clamps

Crawler Cranes
Bridge Cranes
Spreader Bars
Trolleys & Hoists

Fall Protection
Baskets
Personnel Training
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